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Abstract
The experimenters wanted to know whether toothpaste infused with charcoal, regular 
fluoride toothpaste, or child-safe toothpaste with less fluoride cleans the most teeth. If 
different toothpaste is applied to teeth, then charcoal toothpaste would clean the most teeth 
because this brand is recommended by dentists around the world, and charcoal is proven 
to be more effective in whitening and cleaning teeth. The procedure was to chew a 
disclosing tablet, take a photo, brush teeth for 2 minutes, rinse mouth and then take 
another photo. Results were calculated by finding the average number of completely clean 
teeth, after brushing with each toothpaste. The results were that the toothpaste infused with 
charcoal cleaned the most teeth, while the child-safe toothpaste cleaned the least amount 
of teeth.



Hypothesis
The experimenters believed if different toothpaste is applied to teeth, then 
charcoal toothpaste would clean the most teeth because this brand is 
recommended by dentists around the world, and charcoal is proven to be more 
effective in whitening and cleaning teeth.



Variables

• Same amount of toothpaste


• Same amount of water


• Same kind of toothbrush


• Same amount of time

Controlled Variables Manipulated (independent)  
Variables

Responding (dependent)  
Variables

• The different types of 
toothpaste • How much color is left over


• Which toothpaste removed 
most color



Materials
• Toothpaste A (fluoride included)


• Toothpaste B ( child safe )


• Toothpaste C ( infused with charcoal )


• Dental disclosing tablets (purple)


• Two toothbrushes (medium bristle)


• Cheek retractor


• Scissors


• Water (from sink)


• Flashlight


• Calculator



Procedure

• Cut open disclosing tablet


• Chew disclosing tablet


• Take picture showing color in mouth


• Apply 2 pea sized amounts of toothpaste


• Run under water


• Set timer for two minutes


• Brush teeth for two minutes


• Rinse mouth


• Put in cheek retractor


• Take picture


• Repeat (with different toothpaste)                                                                                                                                                 
.                                                                 

Testing

• Count total amount of teeth


• Count teeth with completely removed 
color


• Divide the numerator by the 
denominator


• Round to hundredths place


• For average add all test numbers 
together


• Then divide by number of tests

Results



Testing Photos

Charcoal Child safe Regular
Pictures taken by experimenters.



• 11 Out of 19 Teeth or 58% clean


• 11 Out of 20 Teeth or 57% clean


• 9 Out of 18 Teeth or 53% clean


• 12 Out of 18 Teeth or 67% clean 


• 10 Out of 16 Teeth or 63% clean


• 10  Out of 16 Teeth or 65% clean


• Average -61%

ToothPaste A 
Regular 

ToothPaste B 
Child Safe

ToothPaste C 
Infused with charcoal

• 12 Out of 17 Teeth or 72% cleaned


• 8 Out of 17 Teeth or 50% cleaned


• 9 Out of 18 Teeth or 53% cleaned


• 7 Out of 16 Teeth or 44% cleaned


• 9 Out of 18 Teeth or 53% cleaned


• 11 Out of 19 Teeth or 60% cleaned


• Average -55%

• 20 Out of 21 Teeth or 95% cleaned


• 17 Out of 20 Teeth or 86% cleaned


• 15 Out of 19 Teeth or 84% cleaned


• 19 Out of 20 Teeth or 95% cleaned


• 12 Out of 17 Teeth or 73% cleaned


• 17 out of 20 Teeth or 84% cleaned


• Average -86%

Results
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Conclusion

In conclusion toothpaste infused with charcoal removed the most color. One reason 
it is believed that toothpaste infused with charcoal worked better than the other two 
is because charcoal toothpaste includes activated charcoal, which is a carbon filter 
that is treated to allow the surface particles of the charcoal to be porous. This 
means that the surface particles are filled with pores. The charcoal draws in and 
absorbs the bacteria on your teeth, then is swept away when rinsed off. Normal 
toothpaste does not do this. In the end the hypothesis was proven correct.



Expanding
To expand this project, the experimenters could change the amount of brushing 
time. This could very well make a difference. Which means that the toothpaste 
would become a controlled variable. And the amount of time would become a 
manipulated variable.

Another way to expand the project would be to test the difference between using 
manual or electric toothbrushes. When doing this, the toothpaste will again 
become a controlled variable, and the different toothbrushes would become the 
manipulated variable.
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